A Word from the Board Chair:

JA enable experiences that Japanese students can’t have in classrooms so that they can be better equipped to make decisions in life.

Yoko Kusuki
Executive Director - Operations, JA Japan

Highlights

Long-standing partnership with Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group in Job Shadow opportunities for Japanese youth. Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group companies have invited more than 100 high school students to job shadow with mentors in their offices annually since 2007. The volunteer mentors have inspired more than 2,000 students to date as role models.

Japanese finalists won 3rd place at the International Final Competition of Social Innovation Relay 2018. Supported by Nippon Life Insurance Company Ltd, JA Japan has been joining this competition since 2015. One of the Japanese finalists mentioned that the competition had heightened his interest and awareness of social issues in the community, and is motivated to help solve those issues in the future.

Featuring

The Gibraltar Life Insurance Co., Ltd. has become JA Japan’s supporting member company since 2018. Engaging more than 184 volunteers, the company has been supporting multiple programs serving students from elementary to high school through JA Japan’s Student City and Finance Park in Tokyo, and the Job Shadow Program.